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Abstract. A system used for measuring the concentration of chemical compounds in fluids/solutions is designed, implemented and tested. The system comprises a Sense and Control Circuit formed with a potentiostat for three-electrode
electrochemical cell (biosensor) biasing and a transimpedance amplifier for cell
current processing. The stability of the potentiostat and the linearity of the transimpedance amplifier are theoretically and experimentally investigated. The high
accuracy of the system is demonstrated by simulations and measurements. A comparison with a commercially available system is carried out.
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1

Introduction

Determining the concentration of chemical compounds is required in several applications, such as the evaluation of glucose and alcohol concentrations in beverages,
glucose and lactate in blood [1], [2], gas concentration [3] etc.
Electrochemical sensing can be used for such measurements, in either of its three
forms [4]: conductometric (also known as Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy
[5]), amperometric and potentiometric (voltammetry [6]).
In this paper, a concentration measurement system based on amperometric electrochemical sensing using a three-electrode electrochemical cell [7] is presented. In this
case, a constant voltage is applied between two of the cell electrodes and the resulting
faradaic current, proportional to the concentration of a chemical compound, is read out
from the third electrode [4] [8] [9].
The proposed system is composed of analog and digital blocks [10]. The analog
part (Sense and Control Circuit SCC) is conceived for high linearity over a wide range
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of input signals, which allows it to be used with a large array of sensing elements
(biosensors). Furthermore, it is designed for high accuracy, with special regard to noise
immunity and stability. The digital block is introduced in order to allow convenient
control of the system. The SCC performances are proven by analytical and numerical
determinations, as well as through experimental investigations.
A more detailed exposition of the concentration measurement system is given, pertaining in particular to the power supply and its design based on noise considerations,
in comparison with our previous paper [10]. An in-depth presentation of the analog
block is given, especially regarding design considerations. The stability study [10] is
expanded upon with the inclusion of an analytical model, allowing a more thorough
analysis of the analog block’s frequency behavior.
Comparative measurements with a portable system (PG580) are presented, validating the proposed circuits performances. A very good agreement between the output
characteristics of the compared solutions is evinced.

2

System Description

The block diagram of the proposed amperometric concentration measurement system is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1: Block diagram of the concentration measurement system.
The sensing element of the system is a three-electrode electrochemical cell [2],
[11], whose operation is based on redox reactions [12]. The cell’s electrodes are [11]:
Working Electrode (WE – on which an enzyme is deposed and where the reaction takes
place), Reference Electrode (RE – for reaction control), Counter Electrode (CE – which
provides the current for the reaction).
The analog core of the system, the sense and control circuit (SCC), is responsible
for providing the cell with the constant voltage required for amperometric measurement
(accomplished by a potentiostat circuit) and for processing the output current of the
sensor (using a transimpedance amplifier) [11].
The SCC has a power supply separate from the supply of the digital part of the
system, due to noise considerations. The implementation of the power supply using
batteries increases noise robustness and stability [11].
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The digital block is based on a microcontroller (µC), which is accompanied by
D/A and A/D converters, used for interfacing with the SCC, and I/O peripherals for
accepting user commands and displaying measurement results.
For measuring the concentration of a compound, the enzyme is deposited on WE,
a constant voltage VCELL = VW E − VRE is applied on the cell by the potentiostat
and the cell is dipped in the solution of interest. The polarity of VCELL determines the
type of electrochemical reaction that takes place (oxidation, if VCELL > 0, reduction,
if VCELL < 0 [11]). The solution is agitated in order to maintain homogeneity while
the reaction occurs, which leads to the generation of low-frequency noise in the cell.
The user is allowed to set the value of the desired VCELL voltage (corresponding to
a certain compound), which the µC system provides to the biosensor via the SCC block.
As a result of the electrochemical reaction which takes place on the WE electrode, a
low-value current ICELL is generated between WE and CE (if oxidation occurs CE
sources ICELL , whilst in the case of reduction CE sinks ICELL [11]). The SCC’s
transimpedance amplifier converts this small current into a voltage (VOU T ). This output
voltage increases with the compound concentration. The µC acquires this voltage via
an A/D converter and based on its value calculates and displays the cell current.

3
3.1

Sense and Control Circuit (SCC)
Circuit overview

The proposed SCC circuit, shown in Fig. 2., is based on a standard two-blocks
schematic [12]. The potentiostat block ensures a constant VCELL voltage between WE
and RE. The resulting biosensor current, ICELL , is amplified by the second block, a
simple transimpedance amplifier.

Fig. 2: Sense and control circuit topology.
The three-electrode electrochemical cell (biosensor – Fig. 2) was substituted by
its equivalent Randles schematic [2], [11]. The most significant part of this equivalent
circuit is represented by RW E − CW E impedance, which models the electrochemical
reaction (reduction or oxidation). RCE is the solution resistance seen between the
reference electrode (RE) and the counter electrode (CE).
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In the circuit shown in Fig. 2, the potentiostat comprises three operational amplifiers (OA1 − OA3 ) and a 5th order low-pass filter, with a cutoff frequency of 5 Hz
(RF , CF , COSC , LTC1062) [13]. The inclusion of this filter is crucial, because it practically eliminates high-frequency and agitator noise from the feedback loop, while not
affecting the value of ICELL .
The essential operational amplifier in the potentiostat is OA2 , which ensures the
constant and stable value of the cell voltage, determining the generation of ICELL .
Because OA2 ’s feedback loop contains a highly capacitive sensor as well as the 5th
order low-pass filter (which causes large negative phase shifts), a compensation circuit
(formed with CC , RI and RC ) was included. This negative feedback loop ensures the
same potentials at OA2 ’s inputs.
Because ICELL is read out from the CE electrode, no current should be contributed
by RE. As such, the introduction of RI and RC into the circuit determines the necessity of using a voltage buffer, OA3 , to separate the RE electrode of the cell from the
resistances.
OA1 was added in order to increase the potentiostat’s input resistance. The input
voltage of the SCC (VIN ) is obtained using a single-supply D/A converter (which provides only positive voltages). Since WE is connected to ground (requiring a negative
RE voltage in order to obtain VCELL > 0) the K switch was included.
When K is on the N position, the potentiostat copies VIN at both RI terminals.
There is no current flow through RI and RC and the input voltage is repeated on the
RE electrode, resulting in VCELL = −VIN < 0.
When K is on the P position, the potentiostat behaves similarly to an inverting
operational amplifier configuration whose output is at RE. RI and RC are chosen to be
equal, resulting in a gain (VRE /VIN ) of -1. As such, the input voltage is copied at the
RE electrode, but with inverted polarity, meaning VCELL = VIN > 0.
The transimpedance amplifier is required to convert and increase the typically very
low values of ICELL to processable levels. The voltage resulting from the cell current
passing through RR is amplified by the instrumentation amplifier (INA):
VOU T = −G · RR · ICELL + VREF

(1)

where G is the gain of the instrumentation amplifier (set by RG ) and VREF is the
reference voltage for the output of the amplifier.

3.2

SCC Power Supply Circuit

The circuit used for supplying power to the SCC is shown in Fig. 3.
As seen in Fig. 3, all the integrated circuits in the SCC are powered from a differential supply, with the two voltages being obtained from the 9V batteries using fixed
+5V and -5V regulators.
Filtering the power supply voltages using RC low-pass filters with low cut-off frequencies (several Hz) is done to reduce noise - either produced by the regulators or
by electromagnetic fields in the surrounding environment. The ladder structure of the
filters, with only two circuits powered at each stage, was chosen in order to ensure that
noise isn’t transferred between circuits through the power supply lines.
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Fig. 3: SCC power supply circuit.

3.3

Potentiostat stability

The stability of the circuit is conditioned by OA2 and its complex negative feedback
loop. In order to evaluate stability, the loop transmission was considered, given by [14]:
T (ω) = Ad (ω) · β(ω)

(2)

where Ad (ω) represents the differential mode small signal gain of OA2 and β(ω) represents the feedback loop transfer function (from the output of OA2 to its inverting
input). This loop includes the LTC1062 circuit (Fig. 2), for which a numerical model
does not exist. Thus, only an analytical method can be utilized to determine transmission.
For this approach, the filter configuration in Fig. 4 is considered, representing a
5th order low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 5 Hz and a maximally flat passband response [13]. The transfer function of this filter, denoted herein by H(ω), was
considered to have a simple form, given by:
H(ω) =

VOU T,F (ω)
=
VIN,F (ω)

1
1+

j ωωf

5 , ωf = 2π · 5Hz

(3)

The expression corresponds to the particular situation in which the filter’s input
(vIN,F ) is driven by an ideal voltage source and its output (vOU T,F ) is open. The
proposed SCC circuit (Fig. 2) includes a load for this filter, represented by the biosensor, while at the input there are two resistances (RO , RR ) in series with RF towards a
voltage source (OA2 ). Therefore, in order to obtain accurate expressions for β(ω) and
T(ω), the transfer function of LTC1062 from OU T to F B (denoted by G(ω)) is used
instead:
G(ω) =

VF B (ω)
H(ω) · (1 + jωRF CF ) − 1
=
−1
VOU T,F (ω)
H(ω) · jωRF CF

(4)
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Fig. 4: 5th order 5 Hz low-pass filter formed with LTC1062.
Under these approximations, the following expression is obtained for the loop
transfer function:

β(ω) =

jω RC2CC
1+

1
1
RW E
·
·
·
jω
2 1 + 2π·GBW RW E + RCE + jωRW E RCE CW E
3
1
,
RO +RR +RF
+
1
−
jωC
F · (RO + RR + RF ) · [G(ω) − 1]
RW E

jω RC2CC

1
·
1 + jω RC2CC

+

RCE + 1+jωR

W E CW E

(5)
where GBW3 is the gain-bandwidth product of OA3 .
Eq. (5) evinces two phase-loop contributors: the compensation circuit (RI , RC , CC )
(first term in (5)) and the branch which includes the sensor (second term). The presence
of LTC1062’s transfer function (G(ω)) in (5) causes phase to drop rapidly at low frequencies. Hence, to ensure stability, the compensation capacitor’s contribution should
be dominant in determining β(ω) phase at higher frequencies (where the filter’s phase
shift is significant).
Considering cell equivalent element values: RW E = 1 M Ω, CW E = 1 µF and
RCE = 100 Ω, the plots in Fig. 5 (magnitude) and Fig. 6 (phase) were obtained.

Fig. 5: Feedback loop transfer function magnitude plot.
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Fig. 6: Feedback loop transfer function phase plot.
In Fig. 6, it can be seen that the second term from eq. (5) (corresponding to the cell
branch, represented by the yellow line in Fig. 6) has a phase of −720◦ at 100 MHz.
This result corresponds to the presence of 8 poles up to this frequency, due to:
1. first factor – a simple pole determined by the OA3 buffer;
2. second factor – a 1st order pole caused by the electrochemical cell;
3. third factor – a simple pole introduced by the compensation circuit;
4. fourth factor – a 4th order pole at 5 Hz (a) and another pole at lower frequencies
(b) – tens of mHz.
Regarding the fourth factor, the lowest frequency pole (4-b – Fig. 6) appears due
to the non-ideal filter operation (regarding drive voltage and load). This effect was
identified by substituting G(ω), given by (4), into (5):

β(ω) =

jω RC2CC
1+

1
RW E
1
·
·
·
2 1 + jω RC2CC RW E + RCE + jωRW E RCE CW E
1
1
·
jω
RO +RR +RF
RO +RR +RF
RO +RR
1
− RF +
· H(ω) 1 + 2π·GBW
RW E
RF
3

jω RC2CC

+

RCE + 1+jωR

W E CW E

(6)
The transfer function of the circuit from OA2 output to OA3 input, which is included in the second term of relation (6) is given by:

F (ω) =

RW E
VRE (ω)
=
·
VOA2 (ω)
RW E + RCE + jωRW E RCE CW E
1
RO +RR
RO +RR +RF
1
R +RF
−
+ RO +R
· H(ω)
RW E
RF
RF

(7)

RCE + 1+jωR

W E CW E

If only the filter (Fig. 4) were connected between OA2 and OA3 in Fig. 2, meaning
RO = RR = RCE = 0, RW E = ∞ and CW E = 0, it would operate under datasheet
conditions [13]. Replacing these values in eq. (7) yields:
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F (ω) = H(ω)

(8)

which is the expected result. Thus, the validity of the stability analysis is demonstrated.
Furthermore, it can be seen in relation (7) that H(ω) (filter transfer function in the ideal
case) appears in a more complex expression, which includes all the circuit elements that
make LTC1062 operate differently from the case shown in Fig. 4. This explains the
degeneration of the 5th order 5 Hz filter pole into two poles.
The presence of the low frequency pole (4-b – Fig. 6) justifies the inclusion of
CC , RI and RC elements in the potentiostat loop. Thus, the resulting high-pass filter
with low cut-off frequency short-circuits the cell branch when its phase shift drops,
preventing instability (Global phase plot – Fig. 6).
CC , RI and RC values are determined based on loop transmission phase variation,
which also includes the effect of the dominant pole of OA2 (itself determining a phase
decrease at low frequencies). Considering OA2 to be an LTC1051 operational amplifier
(high DC precision amplifier) and for the same cell element values as before, the T (ω)
plots in Fig. 7 (magnitude) and Fig. 8 (phase) are obtained. Circuit stability was
achieved for CC = 5 µF (two back-to-back 10 µF electrolytic capacitors) and RC =
50 kΩ.
In Fig. 8, as frequency increases, phase starts dropping because of the dominant
pole of OA2 and the low frequency pole determined by low-pass filter block formed
with LTC1062. At higher frequencies, the compensation branch determines the expected phase increase. Considering that the obtained T (ω) magnitude (Fig. 7) is over
0 dB at working frequencies (under 5 Hz), it is essential that phase never reach −180◦ .
Indeed, it can be seen that phase remains over −135◦ (Fig. 8), ensuring potentiostat
stability.
The previous stability analysis was reiterated for a wide domain of biosensor impedance element values (RW E =0.1. . . 10MΩ when CW E =1µF and CW E =0.1. . . 10µF
when RW E =1MΩ), resulting in the plots shown in Fig. 9. In all cases, the frequency
behaviour was similar to Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, with phase never dropping below −140◦ .
In Fig. 9. a,b it can be seen that, while the variation of RW E has a significant effect
on T (ω), it does not lead to instability for any of the investigated cases. Furthermore,
Fig. 9.b shows that, as RW E increases, the phase minimum asymptotically reaches a
limit value. Thus, a further increase in resistance would still result in a stable circuit.
Fig. 9. c,d show that CW E has a practically negligible effect on loop transmission.
This illustrates another benefit of using the LTC1062 filter circuit: the dependence of
loop transmission on cell impedance (particularly on CW E ) is significantly reduced.
This is also supported by the fact that the pole determined by the electrochemical cell
in the expressions of β(ω) and T (ω) is outside working frequencies.
In the simple case with no filter (and associated compensation circuit), analysed
in [15], the loop transfer function,
β(ω) =

RW E

RW E
·
+ RCE + RL 1 + jω ·

1
RW E (RCE +RL )
RW E +RCE +RL

· CW E

(9)

evinces a strong influence of CW E on stability (the frequency of the only pole in expression (9) is determined by CW E .
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Fig. 7: Loop transmission magnitude.

Fig. 8: Loop transmission phase.

Fig. 9: Loop transmission magnitude and phase for different values of a), b) RW E and
c), d) CW E
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Simulation and Experimental Results

The proposed concentration measurement system (Fig. 1) was characterized using
a PCB implementation for the analog block presented in Section 3. Measurements
regarding potentiostat performance, transimpedance amplifier transfer characteristics
and start-up were carried out. All investigations were performed using the equivalent
Randles model for the biosensor, included in Fig. 2.
Fig. 10 shows the simulated variation of the cell voltage with the input voltage
for multiple values of the RW E resistance in the case of K switched to N (VRE >
0, VCELL < 0).

Fig. 10: Cell voltage versus input voltage for multiple values of RW E .
Fig. 11 shows the simulated variation of the cell voltage with RW E for VIN =204.2
mV. RW E variations are equivalent with different compound concentrations which
need to be evaluated by the concentration measurement system.

Fig. 11: Cell voltage versus cell resistance RW E .
A practically constant cell voltage is demonstrated, representative of a potentiostat.
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Furthermore, the DC offset error (VIN − VRE = VIN + VCELL ) observed in the
simulation in Fig. 11 is extremely low (around -300 nV).
Fig. 12 shows the variations of the cell and output voltages at start-up (the input
voltage was switched from 0 to VIN = 204.2 mV at t = 0). This response emphasizes
an initial oscillation tendency, which is dampened and eliminated by the high-pass
filter. Thus, the introduction of the compensation branch is justified and validated.

Fig. 12: Cell voltage versus cell resistance RW E .
In Fig. 13, both simulated and measured transfer characteristics vOU T = f (iCELL )
of the Sense and Control Circuit are given for two values of the input voltage (VIN ) in
the case of K switched to N (VCELL < 0), respectively.
The transimpedance amplifier in the SCC was designed for a gain of 1 MΩ. The
output voltage decreases linearly with cell current. A very good agreement between
measurement and simulation results was achieved. The excellent linearity of the analog
block considerably simplifies the µC signal processing algorithms. Experimentally, no
cell voltage variations were observed as the value RW E was modified, because of
measurement device sensitivity (simulated variations were in the order of tens of nV –
Fig. 11).
The ICELL range for which a high linearity was experimentally demonstrated is
roughly 50 nA. . . 2 µA (Fig. 13). This current interval corresponds, for example, to an
ethanol biosensor’s output signal, measuring a molar concentration between 0.05 and
10.5 mM [16].

Fig. 13: Output voltage versus cell current for input voltage: a) 50.5 mV b) 204.2 mV
(K switched to N, negative cell voltages).
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SCC Performance versus a Commercial Potentiostat

The SCC operation is compared with a three-electrode cell measurement potentiostat, PG580. Measurements of ICELL vs. RW E were performed on the same resistor
network using the two devices, in order to compare their accuracy. The group of resistors used is shown in Fig. 14. CW E was not considered because, as previously proven
(Section 3), it has a negligible effect on the SCC’s operation.

Fig. 14: Resistor network used for comparative measurements.
Fig. 15 shows the two ICELL = f (RW E ) characteristics measured using our
Sense and Control Circuit and PG580, respectively. The plotted cell current values
were acquired differently for each measurement apparatus.
In the case of the measurements on our proposed system, a calibration is necessary.
For this purpose, a linear regression was carried out on a set of measurement points
(ICELL , VOU T ). ICELL was determined by dividing VCELL by RW E . The fitting
yielded a slope, AZ = 1.0062 MΩ, and an intercept, corresponding to the amplifier
offset voltage, VOS = 0.513 mV. Following the calibration process, the plotted ICELL
was determined based on the measured VOU T voltage using the relation
ICELL =

VOU T − VOS
AZ

(10)

The current measured with PG580 was corrected, considering the mismatch between VCELL values:
ICELL,C = ICELL ·

(VCELL )Our circuit
V(CELL )P G580

(11)

This is permissible since the difference between the two VCELL values is so low
that the assumption of small-signal conditions holds true.

Fig. 15: Measured cell current ICELL versus cell resistance RW E
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In Fig. 15, a good agreement is demonstrated between the ICELL values measured
with the presented concentration measurement system and the values ICELL,C obtained
using the portable device PG580.

6

Conclusions

A chemical compounds concentration measurement system was designed and implemented. The system is based on amperometric electrochemical sensing using a
three-electrode cell and comprises a potentiostat for sensor bias (VCELL ), a transimpedance amplifier for output signal amplification (ICELL ) and a microcontroller module
for interfacing with the user, with separate power supplies for the analog and digital
blocks (due to noise considerations).
The designed Sense and Control Circuit has very good noise performance, owing
to the 5th order low-pass filter implemented using the LTC1062 circuit. Using this
filter, however, led to concerns regarding stability, which was analytically investigated.
This allowed the adequate design of the compensation circuit. The good stability was
experimentally verified for multiple values of cell impedance. Note that the circuit
showed an initial oscillation tendency, which was dampened and eliminated due to
the proper implementation of the compensation filter. Furthermore, the potentiostat
performances were confirmed by simulation and experiments. Practically constant cell
voltages at values of 50.5 mV and 204.2 mV were measured.
Simulations and measurements on the transimpedance amplifier, introduced to raise
output signal level, demonstrated very good linearity for a high gain (1 MΩ). This
linear variation was observed for 50 nA. . . 2 µA range of cell currents.
The SCC was compared with a commercial potentiostat (PG580) with very good
results. An excellent agreement of output characteristics was obtained between the two
systems.
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